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ABSTRACT: Protein−protein interactions (PPIs) mediate signal
transduction in cells. Small molecules that regulate PPIs are
important tools for biology and biomedicine. Dynamic imaging of
small molecule induced PPIs characterizes and verifies these
molecules in living cells. It is thus important to develop cellular
assays for dynamic visualization of small molecule induced
protein−protein association and dissociation in living cells. Here
we have applied a fluorophore phase transition based principle and
designed a PPI assay named SPPIER (separation of phases-based
protein interaction reporter). SPPIER utilizes the green fluorescent
protein (GFP) and is thus genetically encoded. Upon small
molecule induced PPI, SPPIER rapidly forms highly fluorescent
GFP droplets in living cells. SPPIER detects immunomodulatory
drug (IMiD) induced PPI between cereblon and the transcription factor Ikaros. It also detects IMiD analogue (e.g., CC-885)
induced PPI between cereblon and GSPT1. Furthermore, SPPIER can visualize bifunctional molecules (e.g. PROTAC)-induced
PPI between an E3 ubiquitin ligase and a target protein. Lastly, SPPIER can be modified to image small molecule induced
protein−protein dissociation, such as nutlin-induced dissociation between HDM2 and p53. The intense brightness and rapid
kinetics of SPPIER enable robust and dynamic visualization of PPIs in living cells.

■ INTRODUCTION

Small molecules that modulate protein−protein interactions
(PPIs) are important tools for biological investigation and
therapeutic intervention.1 For example, immunomodulatory
drugs (IMiDs) bind to the E3 ligase cereblon and induce
interaction between cereblon and the transcription factor
Ikaros, leading to ubiquitination and degradation of the
transcription factor.2 The cereblon-based degradation of Ikaros
accounts for the clinical efficacy of IMiDs such as lenalidomide
against multiple myeloma.3−5 Another example is nutlin, which
binds to the E3 ligase HDM2 and disrupts its interaction with
the transcription factor p53, resulting in stabilization of p53,
leading to cell cycle arrest and apoptosis of cancer cells.6 It is
thus important to develop cellular assays for imaging small
molecule induced protein−protein association as well as
dissociation in living cells.
An ideal assay to detect small molecule induced PPI should

have large fluorescence change, high brightness, and rapid and
reversible kinetics and be applicable to live cells so that the PPI
is detected in the context of living cells. Here we decided to
apply a GFP phase transition based principle and design a
cellular assay (named SPPIER for separation of phases-based
protein interaction reporter) for detecting small molecule

induced PPI. GFP has been widely used as a fluorescent tag in
live cells and has revolutionized molecular and cell biology,
because its fluorescence is genetically encoded and requires no
cofactors except molecular oxygen.7,8

SPPIER is an addition to many other genetically encoded
PPI detection methods, including bimolecular fluorescence
complementation (BiFC),9,10 fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET),11 and dimerization-dependent fluorescent
proteins (ddFP).12,13 All of these assays have their own
advantages and limitations. For example, while the fluorophore
phase transition based assay achieves high brightness and large
fluorescence change, it lacks spatial resolution and the
introduced oligomeric tags might perturb protein function.
On the other hand, BiFC, FRET, and ddFP achieve better
spatial resolution in detecting PPIs but their signal over noise
is smaller than that of SPPIER. On the basis of their
advantages and limitations, these assays can fulfill different
needs or purposes in detecting various PPIs.
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For example, many of the genetically encoded PPI assays
such as FRET have been used in high content screening
(HCS),14 but their application has been limited in HCS due to
small signal over noise. On the other hand, our fluorophore
phase transition based assay will be advantageous for HCS
because of its large fluorescence change, high brightness, and
easily recognizable signal pattern.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Plasmid Construction. All plasmid constructs were
created by standard molecular biology techniques and
confirmed by exhaustively sequencing the cloned fragments.
To create E3 ubiqutin ligase (e.g., CRBN, VHL)-EGFP-
HOTag3 fusions, the target protein was first cloned into
pcDNA3 containing EGFP. HOTag3 was then cloned into the
pcDNA3 E3 ligase-EGFP construct, resulting in pcDNA3 E3
ligase-EGFP-HOTag3. Similar procedures were carried out to
produce pcDNA3 target protein (e.g., BRD4(1), IKZF1ZF2)-

EGFP-HOTag6. To create the inducible SPPIER, FKBP12-
EGFP-HOTag3 and Frb-p53TAD-HOTag6 were created by a
similar procedure; Hdm2p53BD-IFP2 fusion was created by
linking the DNA sequence of Hdm2p53BD and IFP2, which was
subsequently cloned into a pcDNA3 vector.

Cell Culture. The HEK293T/17 cells were passaged in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), nonessential amino acids,
penicillin (100 units/mL), and streptomycin (100 μg/mL). All
culture supplies were obtained from the UCSF Cell Culture
Facility.

Live Cell Imaging. HEK293T/17 cells were transiently
transfected with the plasmid using calcium phosphate trans-
fection reagent or lipofectamine. Cells were grown in 35 mm
glass bottom microwell (14 mm) dishes (MatTek Corpo-
ration). Transfection was performed when cells were cultured
to ∼50% confluence. For each transfection, 4.3 μg of plasmid
DNA was mixed with 71 μL of 1X Hanks’ Balanced Salts buffer

Figure 1. Fluorophore phase separation-based assay for imaging IMiD and its derivative-induced protein−protein interactions in living cells. (A).
Schematic diagram showing the design of the cellular assay. (B). Fluorescence images showing detection of IMiD (lenalidomide)-induced
interaction between the E3 ligase cereblon and the transcription factor Ikaros. A fluorescence histogram of the line across the cells is shown on the
right. HEK293 cells transiently expressed CRBN-EGFP-HOTag3 and IKZF1ZF2-EGFP-HOTag6. Lenalidomide (1 μM) was added to the cells.
(C). Specificity of SPPIER. HEK293 cells transiently expressed CRBN-EGFP-HOTag3 and BRD4(1)-EGFP-HOTag6 or CRBN-EGFP-HOTag3
and IKZF1ZF2-EGFP-HOTag6. Lenalidomide (1 μM) or ARV-825 (1 μM) was added to the cells. (D). Fluorescence images showing detection of
an IMiD derivative, CC-885, induced interaction between the E3 ligase cereblon and GSPT1. A fluorescence histogram of the line across the cells is
shown on the right. HEK293 cells transiently expressed CRBN-EGFP-HOTag3 and GSPT1-EGFP-HOTag6. CC-885 (1 μM) was added to the
cells. Scale bar: 10 μm.
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(HBS) and 4.3 μL of 2.5 M CaCl2. Cells were imaged 24 h
after transient transfection. Time-lapse imaging was performed
with the aid of an environmental control unit incubation
chamber (InVivo Scientific), which was maintained at 37 °C
and 5% CO2. Fluorescence images were acquired with an
exposure time of 50 ms for EGFP and 200 ms for IFP2.
Chemical reagents, including IMiDs (lenalidomide) and

derivatives (CC-885), rapamycin, nutlin-3a, and various
bifunctional molecules (ARV-825, dBET1, ARV-771), were
carefully added to the cells in the incubation chamber when
the time-lapse imaging was started. Image acquisition was
controlled by the NIS-Elements Ar Microscope Imaging
Software (Nikon). Images were processed using NIS-Elements
and ImageJ (NIH).

Figure 2. SPPIER detects bifunctional molecule induced protein−protein interaction in living cells. (A) Detection of dBET1 (5 μM)-induced
interaction between the E3 ligase cereblon (CRBN) and BRD4(1). The fluorescence histogram of the line across the cells is shown on the right.
HEK293 cells transiently expressed CRBN-EGFP-HOTag3 and BRD4(1)-EGFP-HOTag6. (B) Detection of a ARV-825 (0.1 μM)-induced
interaction between the E3 ligase cereblon (CRBN) and BRD4(1). (C) Detection of ARV-771 (1 μM)-induced interaction between the E3 ligase
VHL and BRD4. HEK293 cells transiently expressed VHL-EGFP-HOTag3 and BRD4(1)-EGFP-HOTag6. (D) Specificity of SPPIER. HEK293
cells transiently expressed VHL-EGFP-HOTag3 and BRD4(1)-EGFP-HOTag6. ARV-771 (1 μM), ARV-825 (1 μM), or 5 μM dBET1 (5 μM) was
added to the cells. Images were taken before and (2 h) after addition of the bifunctional molecule. (E) SPPIER is reversible. Cells were
preincubated with ARV-825. Scale bar: 10 μm.
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Image Analysis. For analysis of the SPPIER signal, images
were processed in imageJ. The sum of droplet pixel
fluorescence intensity and cell pixel intensity was scored
using the Analyze Particle function in imageJ.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Designing a Cellular Assay for Detecting Small

Molecule Induced PPI. Our assay is based on a multivalent
PPI-induced protein phase transition, which leads to the
formation of highly concentrated protein droplets.15,16 Here, to
introduce multivalency, we utilized a de novo designed coiled
coil as a homo-oligomeric tag (HO-Tag). To obtain
fluorescence, we incorporated the enhanced GFP (EGFP)
into the reporter because its use in living cells has been
validated in many contexts. In particular, to design a PPI assay
for detecting small molecule induced interaction between
protein A and protein B, we genetically fused a short coiled
coil-based HO-Tag3 (hexamer, 30 amino acid (aa)) to protein
A and another coiled coil-based HO-Tag6 (tetramer, 33aa,
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information)17,18 to protein B
(Figure 1A). Upon small molecule induced PPI between
proteins A and B, each hexameric A-EGFP-HOTag3 protein
recruits six B-EGFP-HOTag6 proteins. Then each tetrameric
B-EGFP-HOTag6 protein recruits four A-EGFP-HOTag3
proteins, and so on. Eventually the HO-Tag-introduced
multivalency and the protein A/B interactions lead to EGFP
phase separation, forming highly fluorescent green EGFP
droplets. We named this PPI assay SPPIER for separation of
phases-based protein interaction reporter. SPPIER is similar to
a previous assay named Fluoppi.19 While Fluoppi uses
tetrameric fluorescent proteins, SPPIER is not limited to
oligomeric fluorescent proteins.
SPPIER Visualizes IMiD-Induced Interaction between

Cereblon and Ikaros. IMiDs, such as lenalidomide, are small
molecules that induce PPI between the E3 ubiquitin ligase
cereblon and the transcription factor Ikaros.3,20 To show
whether SPPIER can detect IMiD-induced PPI, we genetically
fused HO-Tag3 and EGFP to cereblon and HO-Tag6 to the
zinc finger domain 2 (ZF2) of Ikaros (IKZF1ZF2). Coex-
pression of CRBN-EGFP-HOTag3 and IKZF1ZF2-EGFP-
HOTag6 in the human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293)
cells revealed homogeneous fluorescence (Figure 1B).
Addition of lenalidomide led to EGFP droplet formation
within a few minutes (Video 1 in the Supporting Information),
indicating that SPPIER can detect IMiD-induced PPI.
We next examined the specificity of SPPIER. While

lenalidomide induces interaction between cereblon and Ikaros,
another small molecule named ARV-825 induces interaction
between cereblon and BRD4(1) (see below). First, we
coexpressed CRBN-EGFP-HOTag3 and IKZF1ZF2-EGFP-
HOTag6 in the HEK293 cells. Addition of lenalidomide led
to droplet formation (Figure 1C). In contrast, addition of
ARV-825 did not result in any droplet formation. Next, we
coexpressed CRBN-EGFP-HOTag3 and BRD4(1)-EGFP-
HOTag6 in HEK293 cells. While lenalidomide did not induce
any droplet formation, ARV-825 induced EGFP droplet
formation. These data demonstrate that SPPIER achieves
specificity in PPI detection.
SPPIER Visualizes IMiD Analogue Induced Interaction

between Cereblon and GSPT1. Because of the successful
applications of SPPIER in imaging of IMiD-induced PPIs, we
next decided to examine if SPPIER can detect small molecules
that are derived from IMiDs. Many analogues and derivatives

of IMiDs have recently been designed and explored as drug
leads against cancer. CC-885, one IMiD derivative, has been
shown to induce interaction between CRBN and GSPT1.21 To
examine whether SPPIER can detect CC-885-induced PPI, we
genetically fused HO-Tag6 to GSPT1 and coexpressed
GSPT1-EGFP-HOTag6 and CRBN-EGFP-HOTag3 in
HEK293 cells. Time-lapse imaging revealed that the coex-
pressed fusion proteins were homogeneously fluorescent
(Figure 1D). Addition of CC-885 led to intensely bright and
punctal green fluorescence (Video 2 in the Supporting
Information). Thus, SPPIER also detects CC-885-induced
PPI. The result suggests that SPPIER can be a powerful assay
to screen IMiD analogues and derivatives targeting specific
proteins in live cells.

SPPIER Visualizes Bifunctional Molecule Induced PPI.
To further demonstrate SPPIER, we decided to detect a
bifunctional molecule (named dBET1) induced PPI between
cereblon and BRD4(1) (i.e., BRD4 bromodomain 1). dBET1
was designed by linking cereblon (CRBN)-binding IMiD and
BRD4-binding ligand JQ1, and it was shown to induce BET
protein degradation and delay leukemia progression in mice.22

Using the Alphascreen assay, dBET1 was previously shown to
induce the interaction between CRBN and BRD4(1). To
design and demonstrate SPPIER for detecting dBET1-induced
PPI in living cells, we genetically fused HO-Tag3 to CRBN and
HO-Tag6 to BRD4(1). Coexpression of the two fusion
proteins revealed homogeneous fluorescence in HEK293
cells (Figure 2A). Addition of dBET1 to the cells led to fast
formation of EGFP droplets within a few minutes, indicated by
the punctal green fluorescence. The intense brightness (10×)
and simple signal pattern allowed straightforward and robust
detection of the dBET1-induced interaction. Our data thus
demonstrate that SPPIER enables robust detection of dBET1-
induced PPI in living cells.
Next, we decided to show whether SPPIER can detect

another bifunctional molecule (named ARV-825) induced PPI.
ARV-825 was previously designed by chemically linking
pomalidomide (a cereblon (CRBN)-binding IMiD) and
OTX015 (a BRD4-binding ligand).23 We coexpressed the
two fusion proteins (CRBN-EGFP-HOTag3 and BRD4(1)-
EGFP-HOTag6) in HEK293 cells. Addition of ARV-825 to the
cells led to formation of EGFP droplets with intense brightness
and simple signal pattern (Figure 2B), which indicates that
SPPIER can detect ARV825-induced interaction between
CRBN and BRD4(1).
We also examined whether SPPIER could be used to detect

a bifunctional molecule (named ARV-771) induced PPI
between the E3 ubiquitin ligase VHL (von Hippel−Lindau
tumor suppressor protein) and BRD4(1).24 ARV-771 was
synthesized by linking a BET inhibitor and a VHL ligand, and
it was shown to induce BET protein degradation and tumor
regression in mice. To detect ARV771-induced PPI, we
genetically fused HO-Tag3 and EGFP to VHL. Coexpression
of VHL-EGFP-HOTag3 and BRD4(1)-EGFP-HOTag6 in
HEK293 cells revealed homogeneous fluorescence in the
absence of ARV-771, suggesting no interaction between VHL
and BRD4(1) (Figure 2C). Addition of ARV-771 led to EGFP
droplet formation (Figure 2C), indicating that ARV-771 did
induce the PPI between VHL and BRD4(1). We also
examined the specificity of SPPIER in detecting bifunctional
molecule induced interaction. We added the three bifunctional
molecules to cells expressing VHL-EGFP-HOTag3 and
BRD4(1)-EGFP-HOTag6. While ARV-771 induced EGFP
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Figure 3. Inducible SPPIER detects small molecule induced dissociation of a protein complex in live cells. (A). Schematic of the design strategy for
rapamycin-inducible SPPIER. (B). Time-lapse fluorescence images of HEK293 cells upon addition of rapamycin (0.1 μM), followed by nutlin-3a
(10 μM). HEK293 cells transiently expressed FKBP12-EGFP-HOTag3, Frb-p53TAD-HOTag6, and HDM2p53BD-IFP2. IFP2 is an improved infrared
fluorescent protein (IFP). (C). Kinetics of the green (top) and infrared (bottom) fluorescent SPPIER signal upon addition of rapamycin and
nutlin-3a, corresponding to (B). (D). Time-lapse fluorescence images corresponding to the enlarged area shown in (B). A fluorescence histogram
of the line across the cells is shown at the bottom. Scale bar: (B) 20 μm; (D) 10 μm.
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droplet formation, the other two molecules did not (Figure
2D). Therefore, our data demonstrate that SPPIER can
robustly and specifically detect bifunctional molecule induced
PPIs in living cells.
SPPIER Is Reversible upon Removal of the PPI-

Inducible Small Molecules. Finally, to demonstrate that
SPPIER is reversible, i.e. the EGFP droplets are dependent on
the small-molecule-induced PPI, we examined whether the
EGFP droplets dissemble when ARV-825 is removed. We
preincubated the cells with ARV-825 to induce EGFP phase
separation and then washed the molecule and conducted time-
lapse imaging. The punctal green fluorescence became
homogeneous within 10 min, indicating that the EGFP
droplets indeed dissembled quickly upon removal of the
molecule (Figure 2E). As a control, without removal of ARV-
825, the droplets were not disassembled over time and instead
they coalesced into larger droplets (Video 3 in the Supporting
Information). To quantify the data, we defined “SPPIER
signal” as the sum of fluorescent droplet pixel intensity divided
by the sum of cell pixel intensity. Analysis of the time-lapse
imaging data indicated that the SPPIER signal decreased upon
removal of the molecule, whereas the signal was stable over
time when the small molecule was not washed (Figure 2E).
Our data thus demonstrate that SPPIER can reversibly monitor
small molecule induced PPIs in living cells. Additionally, we
also applied SPPIER signals and quantified other time-lapse
imaging data (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information).
Furthermore, we showed that higher concentrations of
ARV825 led to higher SPPIER signals (Figure S3 in the
Supporting Information), indicating that SPPIER is dependent
on the ligand concentration. Our data suggest that the EGFP
droplets are formed via small molecule induced multivalent
PPI.
Inducible SPPIER Visualizes Small Molecule Induced

Protein−Protein Dissociation. After demonstration of
SPPIER in detecting small molecule induced protein−protein
association, we moved further to show if SPPIER can detect
small molecule induced protein−protein dissociation. One of
the well-established examples for small molecule based
disruption of PPIs is nutlin-induced dissociation of HDM2
and p53.6 p53 is a tumor suppressor and master regulator of
diverse cellular processes.25 It interacts with the E3 ligase
HDM2, resulting in ubiquitination and degradation. HDM2 is
often overexpressed in many human cancers. Nutlin-3a
disrupts the interaction between p53 and HDM2 and thus
stabilizes p53, leading to p53-dependent apoptosis.
To demonstrate SPPIER in nutlin-induced dissociation of

HDM2/p53 complex, we designed an inducible SPPIER
system (Figure 3A). In particular, we genetically fused HO-
Tag6 to the transactivation domain (TAD) of p53 and Frb
(Frb-p53TAD-HOTag6), HO-Tag3 to EGFP and FKBP12
(FKBP12-EGFP-HOTag3), and IFP2 (an improved infrared
fluorescent protein26) to the p53 binding domain (p53BD) of
HDM2 (HDM2p53BD-IFP2). Coexpression of these three
fusion constructs in the HEK293 cells led to homogeneous
green and infrared fluorescence (Figure 3B). Addition of
rapamycin, which induces interaction between FKBP12 and
Frb, resulted in rapid formation of green and infrared
fluorescent droplets within a few minutes (Figure 3B−D,
Videos 4 and 5 in the Supporting Information). Following this,
we added nutlin-3a, which led to rapid disassembly of the
infrared fluorescent droplets with a half-time of ∼2 min
(Figure 3C). On the other hand, the green fluorescent droplets

were not affected by nutlin-3a. These data demonstrate that
SPPIER detects nutlin-3a-induced dissociation of p53 and
HDM2. As a control, addition of DMSO instead of nutlin-3a
did not disassemble infrared fluorescent droplets (Figure S4 in
the Supporting Information).

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a fluorophore phase transition-based PPI
assay, SPPIER. It achieves large fluorescence change, high
brightness, and fast and reversible kinetics in live cells. It
robustly and specifically detects small molecule induced PPIs
in living cells. We have further developed inducible SPPIER
and demonstrated that it can detect small molecule induced
dissociation of PPIs, suggesting that SPPIER may be used to
screen for potent PPI inhibitors.
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